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Happy Summer!!
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reporting that new CircleTalk™ programs are starting (virtual and in-
person) in various communities including assisted living, independent
living, senior centers, senior apartments, and adult day programs.

Nonetheless, the stories of isolation persist; a lifelong friend or spouse
dies leaving a person feeling alone and invisible, or a transition to a
new community leaves a person at odds with how to develop new,
closer relationships. We are honored that so many practitioners and
volunteers intersecting with the aging space are seeing that there is
something that can be done to bring a deeper level of connection and
meaning back into a person’s life.

Leaders, please reach out and tell us what you are up to and thank
you for walking with us on this path. 

Here is something to wrap your head around on these steaming hot
summer days:

Prayer for the Reader Who Photocopies This
Prayer and Shares It with Friends and Sisters
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ers and Larry Bird. Thank You for typewriter keys
and stamps and windowpanes and coffeepots. Thank You for

Rosemary Clooney’s voice especially in her later years.
Thank You for photocopy machines and friends and sis-
ters and the refrigerators on which we pin up small lovely
strange things people we love send us is the mail. Thank 
You for teeth and earphones. Thank You for sand crabs
and seat belts. Thank You for the way that men pat their

pockets while checking for their keys and wallets and
phones. Thank You for the way people defer to each other
while boarding the bus. Thank You for all the little things
that are not little. Absolutely beautiful work there. If You
had a supervisor I would so be writing a letter of com-

emendation for Your personal file, but…And so:  amen.

What “Thank You” would you add to this poem?

Why is it important to notice the little things that make our life
easier and have us feel comfortable and cared for? 

Why do you think this letter is addressed to “Coherence”? Who is
this?
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